**Blocks**

Bashaw Concrete manufactures two sizes of Concrete blocks.

The large blocks are 2.5’x2.5’x5’ and weight appx 4200 lbs
Small blocks (click on to jump to small block area) are 20”x20”x40” and weight appx 1200 lbs.

All blocks are made of returned concrete keeping excessive used concrete from fill our local landfills. If a block is made with a multiple pour, the joints are reinforced with steal. All our blocks use ½” multi strand cable for lift loops. Rebar is NEVER used.

**BASHAW CONCRETE ONLY USES MULTI STRAND CABLE FOR LIFT LOOPS.**

Our lifting cable have a breaking strength of over 40,000 lbs.

**Large Blocks**

Large Block Forms are great for retaining walls, aggregate bins, ramps, waste transfer sites, parking lots, silage pits, well head protectors, etc. If you need them shipped a distance we can help arrange shipping with one of our local transport companies.

Appx weight : 4200 lbs each

![Large Block - Regular Top](image1)

**Large Block – Regular Top**

size: 2.5' x 2.5' x 5.0'

Block Weight: appx 4200 lbs

![Large Block-Flat Top](image2)

**Large Block-Flat Top**

Size: 2.5’ x 2.5’ x 5’

Block Weight: appx 4200 lbs

(shown on top of two starter blocks)
Large Half Block
Half Blocks are nice and neat way to complete or start rows and are available with one bump or with a flat top.
Size: 2.5' x 2.5' x 2.5'
Block Weight: appx 2100lbs

Bench Block
Creates a 12” flat top on the block. When used on the top row, it will make the wall appear to be narrower. Planting turf adjacent to these blocks makes a very nice neat finish.
Size: 2.5’ tall x 5’ long

Sloping End Block
Large block and slopes the end of the block. Excellent for on the end of aggregate or recycling bins.
Size: 2.5’ x 5’ long
Patterned Blocks

Large blocks are available in three patterns: Quarrystone, Cobblestone and Cutstone. Our stock level in Blocks is always changing, if your project requires a larger number of blocks please try to give us some lead time as it may take a while to get enough made for you.

Quarrystone

Cobblestone

Cutstone
**Starter Blocks**

The started blocks are a 15” high x 42” wide and 60” long with a champers on it that forces vehicle tires to stay back from the edge of the block. They are designed to use with the large blocks and can be used in parking areas to reduce scratches on vehicles or in some areas that Jersey Barriers are used.

Size: 15” x 42” x 60”

Available by Special order only
Small Blocks

Small blocks are great for planters and residential retaining walls. Weighting about 1/3 of the large block, the small blocks can be move around a lot easier buy a Bobcat or Loader.

Weight: 1200 lbs

Regular Top

Size: 20" x 20" x 40"
Weight: 1200lbs

Small Flat Top Block Form

Size: 20" x 20" x 40"
Weight: 1200lbs

Small Planter Top Block Form

Size: 20" x 20" x 40"
Weight: 1100lbs

A drain is placed in the planter to allow access water to drain away and not flood the plants. You may wish to place a small piece of window screen on top of the drain so it does not fill with dirt or rocks.

Planter Examples (goes to Gallery Page)
Your Gallery Page contains pictures of some block form projects. Please feel free to send us pictures of any of your projects to add to the page. Remember to include info about the project, where it is etc so we can include your company info on the picture.